On February 4, 1980, a polar air mass penetrated in depth southwnrd to the latitude of a lrough in the subtropical jet stream. The subtropical 2nd polar fronts amalgamated into a remarkably deep inversion, with temperatures as high as -lGo C. at 340 mb., much warmer than the tropical air farther south.
INTRODUCTION
When minor troughs deepen upstream from and replace existing major troughs in the middle-latitude westerlies, asymmetrical structures are generally observed which change in a regular sequence [lo] . During the earlier stages, winds near the tropopause level me strongest on the upstream side of the deepening trough. After the trough has achieved full development, the jet stream reaches greatest intensity on the eastern side. A regular sequence, of more or less the same kind, is observed in the locations where the polar front is well developed in the upper troposphere [6] .
One of the aims of the present investigation was to discover to what extent regular changes of this sort characterize the subtropicnl jet stream. In order to capture as much of a full wavelength as possible within the observational network, so as to examine events both upstream and downstream, situations were selected wherein troughs in the subtropical wave system were located near 100' W., central to the North American network. Moreover, since the waves of the subtropical jet stream normally remain almost fixed except when they are interacted with by waves of the middle-latitude westerlies 131, a requirement was that a polar-front trough deepen far enough south to have such an influence. Although such an interaction is most common between polar-front troughs and subtropical jet-stream crests, for the sake of symmetry within the aerological network it was considered desirable University of Chicago (Oflice of Navel Research Contract Nour 2121 (lo), NR 082-161), 1 Part of the aualysis reported here was douc while the writer was elfiliated with the and with the U.S. Wcalher Bureau.
that the polar-front trouglls coincide with the subtropical troughs. Only the case for February 4, 1960, the most extreme of these cases from the standpoint of intensity of frontal development, is described below.
The other two (December [14] [15] [16] 1960 , and January [11] [12] [13] [14] 1961) were qualitatively similar in regard to the principal aspects described below.
EXTREME FRONTAL DEVELOPMENT WHERE POLAR FRONT AND SUBTROPICAL FRONT OSCULATE
The synoptic situation at 0000 GMT February 4, 1960 , is shown in figure 1 . At 500 mb., a cut-off cold Low lay nearly above the surface cyclone. At 250 mb., the warmest air n7as located a little south of the cold air center in the middle troposphere; at 150 mb. no closed circulation center was present.
At this time, the polar-air trough had come into jnstnposition with the trough in the subtropical jet stream. A partial history of the development is summarized in figure  2 (see also fig. 7 ). The upper cha.rt shows successive positions of a 500-mb. contour which was closely identified with the polar-front jet stream, while the lower chart shows consecutive locations of a contour in the general neighborhood of the subtropical jet system. At the beginning time (two days before fig. l ), the polar front was nearly coincident with the latitude of the subtropical jet near the west coast, but farther east meandered far north of it. At the end, the polar-air boundary had migrated to the latitude of the subtropicnl jet in the trough, while east of the trough the two currents remained separated.
The thermal structure in the cut-off Low, illustrated in A hyer of great stability was present, 100 to 175 mb. in depth, with the astonishingly high tempertltures of " 1 7 O C. and -1 6 O C. a t 330 and 340 ntb., over Corpus Christi and Brownsville. Note that the potential temperature differences (in the vertical) between warm and cold air masses were 40' to 60' I<.
The structure here is similar to that wlLich has been shown by Mohri [4, 51 in bis analyses over the vicinity of Japan. He ascribed the formation of stable layers of tlus kind, which achieve depths and strengths I' M greater tlmn ever observed in the polar front alone, to a combination of the polar front with the "subtropicid front" which is found in the upper troposphere near the subtropical jet stream.
This interpretation is borne out by figure 4, a vertical section approximntely along the direction of the current a t 250 mb. The sounclings of figure 3 characterize the central portion of this section,2 where the upper part of the polar-front dome osculated the subtropical front which dipped to the lowest elevation in the vicinity of the upper trough. 3 Obviously the high temperatures near the upper part of the frontal layer could have been produced only by extreme subsidence, although the reason for the intensity of the subsidence is not evident. Vertical motions were computed from isentropic charts (not shown) at the 310' K. and 330' I<. surfaces. These (see fig. 4 ) lay within the polar-front layer and near the micldle tropopause wluch 2 One of the points of similarity in the two analogous cases noted in the introduction was tho nearly similar range of potential tetnperat.ure through tho combined frontal layer. the surf;xc front (fig. la), wllicll n a s evidcnl.ly very shallow.
T e m p e r a t u r e 1°C ) FIGURE 3.--Sormdings at statiolls i n southcrll Texas, at 0000 GMT surface in micl-tropospllere, vertical motions west ol' the trough did not exceed 2 to 3 pb./sec.
Thus there is evidence, i n this case, tllat the magnitude of ,vertical motions near the tropopause exceeded that in the middle troposphere. Tt I I U L J~ further be noted ( fig. 3 ) that lapse r:Ltes, in layers ol' rLppreci:Lhle depth above the frontal inversion, were close to the clry iLcli>lbatic. Comparison with stations upstream indicates a clestnbilimtion through vertictd stretcl~it~g i n these levels, concolnitmt with the sthbilimtion by verticd shrinking within ttle l'ront.
SOLENOIDAL AND WIND FIELDS IN VICINITY OF TROUGH
A vertical section in the central part of the trough of figure 1 , approximately normal to the strongest flow, is to the middle tropopause which normdly is continuous with the base of the subtropical frotit [4] .
Over the whole region between Brownsville m d Denver, t8he upper surface of the stable layer was 10' to 15' C. Where bV,/bz is very large, as within frontal layers, the Inst term within the 11rackets of equation (1) can be neglected by comp:wison with the first. Within the l'rontnl lnyer o f figure 5, the wind observation at Corpus Christi shows a. menn vertic;~l shear of 1 3 m./sec. p e r 1~111. An evduation utilizing the mean of conditions at the 150-and 250-mb. levels ( fig. 1 corresponding value of dK,/bz agrees fairly well with the variation of contour curvrLture with height, computed above. Although the streamline curvature was greater thm that of the contours, this was true a t all levels in the ltlyer.
The purpose of the above exercise is to emplrnsize that wherever the thermal gradient i s large and the isotherms do not parallel the contours, the possibility must be considered that the vertical wind ,variation i s influenced by the variation sf flow curvature with height. Although extreme, the tlrermnl distribution in figure 1b is chnracteristic of the lower stratosphere near troughs.
A computation above the upper frontal surface, based on equation ( I ) , gives a contribution from the first term of -4.1 m./sec. per km., and from t,he second term of + I .7 m./sec. per km. The resulting net value for dV/bz is -2.4 m./sec. per k m . , which agrees well with the actual shenr. Note that in this case, since the curvature was cyclonic, the ftxtor in the first parentheses of equation (I) diminislred the shear (by a factor of 2.3). In itddition, the two terms in the second parentheses were opposed in sign. 'l?he combination of these circumstances accounts adequately for the diflerence, by a factor of 5, between the real and the tllermal (geostrophic) shear.
ASYMMETRIES IN STRUCTURE
There were very marked :Lsymmetries in the structure of both the wind and thermal fields with respect to the trough over central North America. These changed with time, in a manner somewhat similar to what is observed in middle-latitude troughs as mentioned in the Introduction.
Discontinuous retrogression of wind-speed maxima.- Figure 7 shows the flow pattern at the 200-mb. level, nt 12-trr. irrtervds from 0000 GMT February 2 through 0000 GMT February 5 , 1960. A cursory inspection reveals that throughout this period, there was a trough in lower latitudes near 100" W., and regions of maximum wind in the southwestern m d southeastern United state^.^ Between the times of figures 7b and 7e, the initial lower-latitude trough (which had been moving eastward at about 25 kt.) was replaced by another trough, which deepened farther west while the original trough moved eastward and filled. This change, although much more centered about Charleston in figure 7c, will here be called "jet streaks", in distinction 6 These local concentrations of higher speed, such as the one shown by the isotachs to "jet s h a m " which refers to the current of maximum wind as a whole.
subtle in terms of magnitude, is similnr to the process that takes place when a middle-latitude minor trough moves into the long-wave major trough position [I, IO] . The retrogression in the subtropicd trough was efl'ected in harmony with the deepening, in tlris loc:ttion, o f the polar trough which had entered the west coast around 0000 GMT February 2 .
rrhe overall changes in configurhon of the contour representing the subtropical wind system ( fig. 2 ) were very modest, during this %day period, in comparison with the large shifts of position of the pollLr-front-current systems. Nevertheless, chtmges of the wind field were quite pronounced, as may be seen by inspection of the jet streaks near the east and west comts. Two of t'he more striking changes are the discontinvous wtrogression of the western jet streak between ~~~J W Z S 7 a and 7b, and the srl.bsequent retrogression of the eastern one between j i g z l~~e s 7d and 7 e .
Because of the rapidity of the changes and the a \ dability of adequate wind observations only a t 12-hr. intervals, it is not possible to examine the details of these retrogressions. However, it may be pointed out that they followed a regular sequence with the retrogressire redevelopment of the subtropical trough. From inspection of figure 7 , the discontinuous westward shift of this trough appears to have been centered ~~n q $~l y ilt 0000 GMT February 3; the jet-streak retrogressions on the western and eastern sides took place about 1s hr. before and after this time. This would correspond to an enstwad speed of the retrogressive "impulse" of about 60 kt., which is roughly equivalent to the group velocity of Rossby waves in winter.
Note that in contrast to the most cotnnlon pattern in developing middle-latitude trouglrs ([lo] , pp. 2S-29), the jet streak on the western side did not migrate through the subtropical trough to the enstern side.
The behnvior in the present case is characteristic of the subtropical jet stream, in which (see, e.g., [3] ) it is very difficult to dislodge the wind maxima from the crests. of the isotherms in the upper central portions of figures 8b and 8d. The same sort of contrast, between the western ridge where the subtropical front was sbsent and tlle eastern ridge where it WLS strong, is illustrated by the composite soundings a t 1200 GMT Februwy 4 in figure 9 .
As illustrated by figure  10 , the varying degree of development of the subtropical front wits connected with differences of the thermal nnd kinematic structures over tx broad region.
A t 1200 GMT February 2 ( fig. 1011 ) when the subtropical front was absent, the surface 01 n1:Lsimum wind was nearly horizontal. Two days later when the front was strong, the ttir above its upper surface was nppreciably warmer than the undisturbed tropical air to the south.
The szwjace of reversal of baroclinity was thus near the upyer*,.frontal surface, and the .s"urjme sf mazi~mzsm wind had a marked downward tilt towuld the south. This feature was d s o present in the other cases mentioned in the A change of this general sort, appcars to be a necessary concomitant of strong subtropical front clevelopment. the south is sometimes observed even when this is not indicated by the baroclinic field. e I t is appropriate to note that a tilt o f the surface o f mssi1num wind do~vnrvard toward This is an influence of inertial ~uotions, and has been discussed in detail by Newton and Persson [ i ] . I n figure 10, and in analogous sections in the ridge at otlxr times, the was up to 2 to 3 times stronger than the geostrophic therlnal wind. This is due t o inincrease of wind speed wit11 hcigllt below, or the decay above. the sulmopical jct strcaln fluences of curvature in the ridges. in accord with equation (1).
